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“The Family Gone Wrong”: Post-Postmodernism,
Neoliberalism, and the Contemporary Novel’s Contract
with the Reader
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In their work and in their high-profile debate about literary difficulty, Jonathan Franzen and Ben
Marcus embody countervailing notions of the ideal form of the contemporary novel – “the realists”
versus “the experimentalists,” as Marcus puts it – but what is true for Franzen will turn out to be
true for Marcus as well: their novels tell a “very familiar family story” because family is how they
“make sense of the world” (Franzen “Conversation”). This focus on the family will also cut across
the oppositions central to contemporary American politics, according to which the economic vision in
Democrat Hillary Clinton’s It Takes a Village (1996) should be an alternative to the economic
vision in Republican Rick Santorum’s It Takes a Family (2005). In both politicians’ books,
however, society is comprised by bearers of human capital, which is “replenished” through policies
designed not to redistribute wealth but to, in Clinton’s words, “strengthen families.” In this article, I
argue that this same logic informs the fiction and criticism of “post-postmodern” writers like Franzen,
Marcus, Jeffrey Eugenides, Aimee Bender, Dave Eggers, George Saunders, and David Foster
Wallace, who tend to imagine social relations in terms of the family, or – even when considering larger
social collectives – in terms of relationships that function like those of the family, relationships
governed by emotional and ethical bonds, “the family” as imagined by politicians when they speak of
“family values.”

“CONTRACT” KIND OF PEOPLE
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, novelist Jonathan Franzen wrote a series of
widely-discussed essays questioning the value of “difficult” fiction, and in 2005 writer
Ben Marcus responded with his own widely-discussed essay, “Why Experimental
Fiction Threatens to Destroy Publishing, Jonathan Franzen, and Life as We Know It: A
Correction.”1 One might expect Marcus, an avowed experimentalist, to use this
“correction” to defend an author’s right to be “difficult” – their right to ignore, or even
seek to frustrate, the desires of the reader. In other words, one might expect Marcus to
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dismiss the very notion of an authorial “contract,” the concept Franzen uses to justify
his rejection of difficult writing:
Every writer is first a member of a community of readers, and the deepest
purpose of reading and writing fiction is to sustain a sense of connectedness, to
resist existential loneliness; and so a novel deserves a reader's attention only as
long as the author sustains the reader's trust.2

Instead, Marcus’s essay proves to be yet another defense of the reader, namely those
readers to whom difficulty provides both the “pleasurable experience” and “sense of
connectedness” that Franzen demands of fiction.3 “Some of us feel relief when we read
this kind of writing,” Marcus writes, “because it proves there is always more to think
and feel, always another mind to engage and enter, always intensities we did not know
existed.”4 In the essay’s concluding paragraph, Marcus explicitly adopts Franzen’s
“Contract” metaphor to declare: “This isn't a manifesto. It's a response to an attack
from the highest point of status culture. The contract I signed? Not to stand by when a
populist pundit puts up his dull wall and says what literature can and cannot be.”5
As these lines suggest, then, Marcus joins Franzen in obscuring the difference
between author and reader – there is no difference, only “us,” the “community of
readers” the author is “first” a part of and contractually obligated to “sustain.” Both
authors also resolve the antagonism that traditionally exists between such “communities.”
Although Marcus provides several rationales for why he prefers “experimentalism” to
“realism,” his final remark clarifies that “This isn't a manifesto”; instead of making a
call to action, asserting the superiority or historical urgency of his particular aesthetic
practices, Marcus writes his essay because:
it seemed important to hear from the kind of reader that Franzen seems to be
claiming does not, or should not, actually exist. I am not advocating the complex
or difficult approach as the superior one, or claiming that it is better than seeking
to commune with the largest possible audience.6

And, in fact, Franzen is not making this type of claim either; as critics like James Wood
have noted, Franzen’s attacks on the “big social novel” and formal experimentation
(gestures which he sees as intertwined in the work of writers like William Gaddis and
Thomas Pynchon) all seem to resolve themselves, over the course of the essays in
which they appear, into declarations of personal identity rather than aesthetic critiques.7
Accessible fiction is not superior, it seems, it's simply that, “In my bones ... I'm a
Contract kind of person.”8
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According to this logic, the different styles may coexist; indeed, this logic insists
that the different styles coexist, that there be as many styles as there are “kind of
reader” or “kind of person.” In this sense, Franzen and Marcus’s disagreement, one of
the most high-profile literary debates of the last twenty years, turns out to be a way of
making genuine artistic disagreement impossible. This outcome points to another
surprising consensus: their notion of an authorial “contract” proves to be hard to
distinguish from what Franzen describes as the Contract model “taken to its freemarket extreme," that which declares “You're the consumer; you rule.”9 Whether
imagining the world of letters as a collection of literary “kinds” (to be sustained because
of the value of kinship itself) or as a collection of market segments (the mass market
and the niche market, to be serviced so the consumer can “rule”), both visions
transform the traditional aesthetic conflict between mainstream novelist and avantgarde novelist into a relationship that isn't a conflict at all. 10
Thus, even while distancing themselves from the discourse of the “free-market
extreme”—or what academics have taken to calling neoliberalism—Franzen and
Marcus nevertheless perform this discourse’s fundamental gesture, the disavowal of
structural antagonism. As their texts suggest, this disavowal is predicated on a logic that
personalizes impersonal relationships and thereby resolves otherwise irresolvable
conflicts. If the main conflict resolved here is the clash between aesthetic ideologies,
the main conflict to be resolved by neoliberal political rhetoric is class tension, the
disavowal necessary to embrace the egalitarian premise that with liberalized economic
markets, the “consumer” (rather than, say, the rich) will “rule.” This embrace is made
possible through what Michel Foucault and subsequent interpreters have described as
the logic of “human capital,” the economic discourse which attributes social outcomes
to something “embedded or embodied in the person,” whether a personal choice or a
personal quality or some mutually reinforcing combination of the two.11 In practice,
this logic has functioned mainly as a way of attributing social problems to personal
deficiencies—poverty reflects a lack of “personal responsibility” —or as a way of
reframing everything (even poverty) as the product of personal choices; a loss of
“monetary” income may be re-described, for example, as the choice to pursue “psychic
income” instead.12
While other critics have also linked Franzen’s writing with neoliberal discourse,
the analysis above suggests that such thinking informs a variety of contemporary texts,
including the “experimentalism” of a writer like Marcus, whose work has sometimes
been defined as an alternative to a neoliberal aesthetics.13 The two novelists’
commitment to their readers also suggests, moreover, that neoliberal culture cannot be
explained by familiar political binaries like the opposition between individualism and
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communitarianism, as here we see that a personalization of the social may play out,
counter-intuitively, as a desire for collectivity, whether a “community of readers” or (as
I discuss below) a family with strong “family values.” To explore these implications,
this essay will examine the formal and thematic concerns of a range of texts, including
both realist novels and harder-to-classify works like Marcus’s Notable American Women,
whose formal innovations dramatize the tension between family values and
experimental “impersonality.” These millennial novels, published in the 1990s and after,
will turn out to be importantly different from their postmodern antecedents, and thus I
will argue that neoliberalism can serve as a periodizing device for American fiction, just
as it does for American politics. As I argue in my conclusion, however, these
connections only become clear if we reject critical accounts of this social vision that
obscure its chief historical impact, the production of economic winners and losers,
accounts which thereby reproduce the very disavowals that helped make this “Age of
Inequality” possible.14

“EVERY BUSINESS IS A FAMILY BUSINESS”
Neoliberalism’s personalizing tendencies are visible even in texts like Hillary
Clinton’s It Takes a Village (1996), which complains that, “instead of ‘We're all in this
together,’ the message from the top is frequently, ‘You're on your own.’”15 That is,
Clinton’s book suggests that when companies favor “short-term profits" over policies
that benefit workers, the cause is a failure of a sense of “mutual responsibility,” a view
that seems to ignore how the impersonal requirements of capitalist accumulation trump
such expressions of sociality just as thoroughly as they trump “personal
responsibility.”16 In other words, Clinton’s celebration of “community values” proves
to be yet another way of attributing poverty and inequality to anything but the
contradictions intrinsic to the free market, the maneuver necessary for liberal politicians
during this period to embrace the right-wing critique of the welfare state even while
declaring “It takes a village to raise a child”.17
Political texts like Clinton’s book are thus particularly useful for thinking about
the social commitments on display in the Franzen-Marcus debate, for they remind us
that what literary critic Colin Hutchinson has described as the “communitarian”
reaction to “the rise of Reaganite economic libertarianism" actually underscores the
triumph of this market-friendly discourse.18 That is, despite its rejection of a
“libertarian-individualist ethic”—a rejection Hutchinson finds in Franzen’s The
Corrections but which we can see in the novelist’s critical writing as well—this
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communitarianism is best understood as a version of, rather than an alternative to,
neoliberalism.19 This link is crucial for considering the political vision of contemporary
American fiction, precisely because—as novelist Garth Risk Hallberg has noted—so
many contemporary writers share the idea that “the deepest purpose of reading and
writing fiction is to sustain a sense of connectedness, to resist existential loneliness.”20
As we saw above, this notion cuts across stylistic divides like the opposition between
experimentalists and realists, uniting writers as distinct as Marcus and Franzen or (to
use two of Hallberg’s examples) David Foster Wallace and Jeffrey Eugenides. Wallace’s
famous 1993 critique of postmodern “irony” is predicated, after all, on the idea that by
making “expressions of value, emotion, or vulnerability” seem “passé,” such irony has
made us “lonelier”21; meanwhile, in the same online commentary that Eugenides
dismisses “the moves people make today to seem antitraditional ... the footnote thing,
the author appearing in the book, etc.” (i.e. moves famously made by Wallace), he also
declares: “What I want in a book is a refuge from the noise and confusion, plus a
reminder that another human being is on the other end of the exchange.”22
While this new emphasis on maintaining connectedness can be understood as a
defensive reaction to the declining status of “high-canonical purity,” now regarded as
merely a form of “cultural capital” (as Hallberg suggests), or to the declining status of
the novel more generally (as Franzen sometimes suggests), it also seems to reflect a
broader change in how American authors represent social relationships, including the
relationship between writers and readers. Notwithstanding obvious differences, the U.S.
writers who have been canonized as “postmodern”—from “systems novelists” like
Pynchon and Gaddis to “high cultural pluralists” like Toni Morrison and Leslie
Marmon Silko—all tend to imagine the world in terms of impersonal structures of
power, culture, and historical narrative, asking us to view the “world ... as
constructed.”23 By contrast, these younger novelists (mostly born in or around the
1960s) tend to represent social relations in terms of those personal “expressions of
value, emotion, or vulnerability” described by Wallace. Hence they write stories in
which, for example, metafiction—the technique by which postmodern writers explore
the constructedness of concepts like “author” and “reader”—is reinterpreted as a
“highly rhetorical sham honesty that’s designed to get you to like him and approve of
him (i.e. of the meta-type writer).”24 Hence in Eugenides’ most recent novel a character
responds to a query about her artistic “father” (“Is it Virginia Woolf? Is it Sontag?”) by
declaring, “In my case ... my father really is my father,” signifying her author’s
impatience with a postmodern worldview more interested in intertextuality—and thus
the relationship between authors and influences—than the relationship between literal
fathers and daughters.25
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As many critics have argued, postmodernism’s insistence on the determining
power of subject position—our position within those impersonal structures of
meaning—may itself function as a way of disavowing the irreducible antagonisms of
late capitalism.26 Still, the personalizing logic of contemporary texts indicates that these
writers have more in common with their political contemporaries than their literary
predecessors, suggesting that this self-conscious “post-postmodernism” is best
understood as the means by which the American novel participates in the neoliberal
turn.27 This literary vision often takes the form of a celebration of “community,” as I’ve
just noted, but—as the example from Eugenides’ novel suggests—it also takes a more
surprising form, a celebration of family, a political and social ideal that is sometimes
contrasted with that of communitarianism but which will turn out to be structurally
equivalent.28 Exploring this commitment helps clarify the aesthetic and political shift
embodied by these texts: whereas postmodern novels about the family—books like
Don DeLillo’s White Noise (1985) and Morrison’s Song of Solomon (1977) and Beloved
(1987)—focus on the cultural constructs and institutions that mediate (or destroy)
family relationships, the contemporary novels I examine here focus directly on the
affective and ethical bonds comprising these relationships.
Indeed, one of the most striking features of US literary post-postmodernism is its
tendency to participate in a discourse that is typically marked as conservative but which
has been crucial to the neoliberal consensus since 1992, when Bill Clinton—borrowing
from his Republican opponents—made it central to his Presidential campaign: the “late
twentieth-century moralistic discourse on family values”.29 Beyond its celebration of
fathers who are really fathers, The Marriage Plot can be read more specifically as “an
attempt by Eugenides to reclaim [marriage] for a generation and demographic – and to
champion the old-fashioned realist novel as a serious pursuit for thoughtful
novelists.”30 That is, by redeeming marriage, Eugenides intends to redeem the narrative
form most closely associated with it, the marriage plot itself, rescuing it from those who
(like Madeleine Hanna’s Victorian Lit professor) say the plot has lost meaning because
of women's equality and the liberalization of divorce law, as well as those who (like
Madeleine’s Semiotics textbooks) dismiss the romantic love underpinning Western
marriage as “culturally constructed.”31
Eugenides stages this redemption through a plotline that turns on the changing
interpretation of a line from one of those textbooks, Roland Barthes’s Lover’s Discourse,
which declares: “Once the first avowal has been made, ‘I love you’ has no meaning
whatsoever.”32 We first encounter this line after Madeleine has just said “I love you” to
her classmate Leonard Bankhead for the first time. In the context of the young
semioticians’ paranoia about the “tyranny” of cultural constructs, however, we might
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imagine that the “first avowal” is intended to refer also to the first historical utterance,
the very founding of the “lover’s discourse,” the long tradition of which renders
Madeleine’s own statement trite and insincere.33 As if reaching this same conclusion,
the two lovers stop being lovers at the very moment Leonard brings the line to her
attention. When the quote appears for the second time, he insists on a very different
interpretation: “‘No, but—think about it,’” Leonard tells Madeleine. “That means the
first avowal does have meaning.”34 Leonard is thus clarifying not only the “meaning” of
“the first avowal” but also the referent of the word “first”: he invokes the line to refer
specifically to Madeleine’s “first avowal,” which has already occurred, and his own
“first avowal,” which is still to come. Just as when Eugenides reminds us what the word
“father” really means, the author is here redirecting our attention away from the public
discourses that constitute subjects and toward the dynamics of a particular personal
relationship, in which saying “I love you” is meaningful precisely because it crucially
changes that relationship. As if as a result of this reinterpretation, the two lovers
become lovers again, an affair that culminates in marriage and, eventually, an
emotionally fraught divorce – a resolution that doesn’t so much negate the significance
of their decision to get married as confirm it.
Of course, if marriage needs redeeming in 1982, when The Marriage Plot is set, it
no longer needs redeeming by 2011, when the novel is published. By 2011, in other
words, affirming the meaningfulness of this choice had become deeply uncontroversial.
Indeed, it is an assumption shared by both sides of one of the most high-profile
contemporary political debates. Writers like Yasmin Nair (co-founder of the queer
activist group “Against Equality”) have argued that the radical left’s recent embrace of
marriage, in the form of the marriage-equality movement, reflects the triumph of a
fundamental assumption of “family values” discourse: the idea that the family, not the
state, is responsible for a citizen’s health and wealth-being. 35 This is the assumption
tacitly accepted by those who argue that marriage equality is necessary for guaranteeing
access to health care for same-sex couples, as Nair notes, and it’s the assumption
uniting political texts as distinct as It Takes a Village and Rick Santorum’s pointedly
titled rejoinder, It Takes a Family (2005).
There are many important political differences between Hillary Clinton and
Rick Santorum, of course, but both Democrat and Republican agree that the role of
government is precisely “to strengthen families” and, in so doing, strengthen “the
village,” which, whether being used literally (Santorum) or metaphorically (Clinton), is
said to be organized by the same values as the family.36 As Santorum puts it, “the family
creates, strengthens, nurtures, and replenishes” the “five pillars of American
civilization: social capital, economic capital, moral capital, cultural capital, and
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intellectual capital,” which means that the way to help “low-income families” is not to
redistribute “economic capital” but to foster “the formation, stability, and success of
the traditional family.”37 Clinton seems to endorse this prescription for the poor, a
consensus reflected in the fact that welfare reform—justified by her husband Bill as
way to inculcate “the basic values of work, responsibility and family”—is trumpeted as
a success in both Santorum and Clinton’s books.38
Although this political focus on the family is obviously not new, what does seem
historically distinct is the way in which family and other basic “values”—typically
thought to be valuable precisely because they cannot be reduced to economic value—are
equated directly with human capital, the substance said to determine the fate of both
individuals and nation-states in the increasingly globalized marketplace. This strange
social logic seems, in turn, to generate strange new literary forms, like Franzen’s The
Corrections, which Wood characterizes as a mix of the DeLilloesque encyclopedic novel
and the “novel of intimacy, of motive, of relation,” that is, the novel of family39. But
whereas Wood sees this as an aesthetically inept “wavering” between two forms, I
suggest that we might view The Corrections as, instead, a hybrid, a novel that mixes a
familiar postmodern genre with a commitment to the family, and thus creates
something historically specific: a reinvention of the “big social novel” appropriate for
the period in which (to invoke Margaret Thatcher) family actively displaces society.40
Franzen himself provides what is probably the best label for this form—it’s his
“Clinton novel”—and while he uses this phrase to describe the book’s setting (postCold War, pre-9/11 America), it turns out to be an apt description of the book’s social
vision as well.41 The novel articulates the various new ways in which “the wealthy few
subdue the unwealthy many,” and yet, like the Clintons, Franzen seems to gesture to
these conflicts only to resolve them with a return to the family.42 The storyline focusing
on Chip Lambert, the family’s middle child, for example, dramatizes how American
financial elites take advantage of IMF-mandated restructuring in newly liberalized
nations, enriching themselves at the cost of crippling damage to those nations'
infrastructures. After he gets embroiled in a conflict with Lithuanian oligarchs and loses
all his money, however, Chip’s story seems to change: he has lost his money, but more
importantly he has “lost track of himself.”43 He will quickly rediscover “himself,”
however, in his nation—“The continent, his homeland”—and more centrally his
family.44 As the novel concludes, and after returning to his parents' Midwestern home
on Christmas Day, Chip appears to have been “miraculously transformed,” “as if his
consciousness had been shorn of all identifying marks and transplanted,
metempsychotically, in the body of a steady son, a trustworthy brother.”45 Indeed, he
will start making sacrifices on behalf of his family (and his own new wife and child) for
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the first time, as if accepting not only his membership in the Lambert clan but the
responsibilities that (according to family-values discourse) come with membership.
The novel’s narrative logic suggests, then, that being a dedicated member of a
family can substitute for (and thus resolve the conflicts of) being a participant in the
global economy, even though these two types of relationships are—from a perspective
that insists on class antagonism—crucially different.46 Of course, Franzen’s selfconscious literary traditionalism might make his implicit political conservativism seem
unsurprising. It’s important to note, however, that this tendency to transform society
into a version of the family also appears in contemporary works less committed to oldfashioned realism than those by Franzen or Eugenides, including Dave Eggers'
metafictional memoir, A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius (2000); Aimee Bender's
fabulistic An Invisible Sign of My Own (2001), and—perhaps most surprisingly—the
dystopian satires of George Saunders’ Pastoralia (2000).47 This focus on the family is
particularly unexpected in Saunders’ work because he explicitly parodies the idea
suggested by the title of Hillary Clinton’s chapter on economic policy: “Every Business
is a Family Business.”48 Late in Pastoralia’s title novella, whose main characters reenact
the lives of cave dwellers at a historical theme park, we see a memo from management
reminding workers “that we are a family, and you are the children ... and ... that we, in
our own way, love you.”49 The truth, however, is clearly that the relationships between
workers, bosses, and customers are antithetical to the more selfless relationships
between friends and family in the text; indeed, the narrator’s bosses eventually pressure
him into betraying his less-competent co-worker in the name of protecting his family,
and as the story ends, he and his new partner are locked in a fierce competition, each
going to absurd lengths to prove their dedication to the role of cave dweller, as if
downward pressure has reduced them to acting like actual primitives.
Business isn’t family in “Pastoralia,” then, and yet the only alternative to business
in the text is family, or rather the act of treating your fellow workers like family. We
glimpse this alternative when the narrator reflects on how his father used to help cover
for his own less-competent partner at a meat-packing plant, acts of personal kindness
that were eventually repaid when the co-worker gives the narrator’s mother a check for
a thousand dollars following her husband’s death.50 This flashback hints at a blue-collar
past when workers could afford to be more generous because their lives were less
precarious than in the dystopian near-future of the story’s present. What’s
conspicuously absent from this historical image is the type of collective action that
helped make this prosperity possible, namely union organizing and political
mobilization, the type of action that requires workers to embrace the concept that they
are participants in an impersonal, antagonistic structure. Of course, such an omission
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can be read in a number of ways, including as an attempt to dramatize, with critical
intent, the limits of our contemporary political imagination. Readers’ attitude about this
omission will likely turn, moreover, on whether they think labor movements are still
relevant now that America’s working classes are more likely to be found in places like
theme parks and strip clubs (setting for “Sea Oak,” the collection’s other workplace
satire) than manufacturing plants.
Still, it’s worth underscoring that in “Pastoralia,” with the narrator unable to
reproduce his father’s kindness and with no collective action in sight, the only hope for
these characters is that their bosses really do start treating workers like family, that they
start to mean it when they say “we love you.”

“PUT A FAMILY IN THERE. MAKE IT FALL TO PIECES.”
Even Ben Marcus, contemporary literature’s most high-profile advocate for
experimental fiction, places the nuclear family at the center of his novels, including the
novel that was most current at the time of his debate with Franzen. As one early
reviewer noted, Marcus’s Notable American Women (2002) and The Corrections actually tell
a very similar story: “the universal tale of a family struggling to reconcile its shared
sense of disappointment and resentment” or, as Marcus himself puts it, the story of
“the family and the family gone wrong.”51 This is yet another convergence that seems
to contradict the terms of the authors’ debate, as we would expect Marcus to stand up
for his own “kind of reader”—those who, like him, hate to see “literary tradition so
warmly embraced and coddled”—precisely by rejecting such traditional subject matter,
which he elsewhere describes as the “foremost subject matter” in American fiction.52
But, whereas the “Experimental Fiction” essay suggests that his “kind of reader” is not
“better” than Franzen’s, merely different, the genesis of this novel suggests that his
kind of reader is not even different: including the family in Notable American Women
allowed Marcus to give “the reader ... those moments that are considered more
traditional, or at least more anchored.”53 As he explains, “in searching for ways to bring
emotion to the book, placing a family at the center of it was like taking a shortcut
toward emotionality. Thinking, I need emotion here. Where can I find it? Put a family in
there. Make it fall to pieces.” 54
Nevertheless, if Marcus’s family-focused emotional “shortcuts” seem to further
blur the distinction between his priorities and those of Franzen, they are also central to
his meditation on narrative form – another (less oppositional) way of understanding the
“experimental.” By incorporating the domestic storyline in a fictional world defined by
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depersonalization, Marcus allegorizes a conflict intrinsic to contemporary literature: the
conflict between the personalizing logic of post-postmodernism and the “impersonal”
tendencies of experimental writing. Most famously associated with T.S. Eliot’s
“Tradition and the Individual Talent,” with its insistence that writing poetry be an
escape from “personality and emotions,” the term “impersonality” can also be used to
describe the idea that writers should ignore the emotions, values, and expectations of
readers, the position that Franzen attributes, in caricatured form, to William Gaddis.55
Of course, as many critics have suggested, postmodernism itself can be understood as a
rejection of this modernist aloofness toward readers, whether because the opposition
between art and the marketplace has been called into question or because readers are
now seen as the true source of literary meaning. In the latter sense, postmodernism is
said to reflect—like a great deal of contemporary cultural theory—a celebration of the
personal, “the particularity of one person’s perspective.”56 Still, in seeking to distinguish
contemporary fiction from its predecessors, we need to recognize the differences, not
just the continuities, between the triumph of “subject positions” and the triumph of the
personal, just as we need to recognize the differences, not just the continuities, between
the New Left and neoliberalism.57 More to the point, to understand Marcus’s place in
literary history, we need to situate his work in the context of (and as a response to) a
postmodern novelistic tradition that performed avant-garde “impersonality” in its own
distinct ways. As Rachel Greenwald Smith has noted, for example, “Postmodernist
works…tended to minimize the affective pull of the individual by emphasizing that
artificiality,” as postmodernism “saw an insistence upon the artificiality of the subject as
a form of critique.”58
Marcus stages the conflict between these aesthetic and theoretical commitments
and the ideals of post-postmodernism—with its vision of literature as fragile collective
of thinking, feeling selves—by setting the “traditional” family narrative in a world filled
with strange technologies and experiments, mostly dedicated to “emotion removal.”59
These physical and discursive techniques— “strategic fainting," the head stuffed with
cloth, the “stillness equipment" in the “stillness shed” among others—are often
deployed as corrective devices by the novel’s parent characters, fictionalized version of
Marcus’s own parents, who relate to their son as if they were the experimentalist
novelists and he were the experimental text.60 If the goal of innovative writing is to
produce work in which “language has pushed at its limits,” the parents’ goal for their
son is that his “language apparatus” will produce “unprecedented utterances. New
words, old words said newly, nonwords, sounds. Maybe something else.”61 Taken
together, these two objectives—new words, but also “emotion removal”—suggest a
desire to replace the language of “emotionality” with a language of detachment, a
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language just as clinical as this mother and father’s attitude toward their own child.
Indeed, this movement from the interpersonal to the impersonal seems to be implicit in
the very logic by which Ben Marcus (the flesh-and-blood novelist) invented these
fictional technologies, all of which appear to be grounded in the literalization,
formalization, and materialization of various metaphors and associations concerning
language, writing, and speech. In this sense, these devices not only represent the desire
for formalization (and the painful feeling this desire can generate in families) but also
enact it.
The most obvious and, perhaps, most important of these concepts is the female
cult of “Silentists,” a plot element that seems to represent the literalization of a
common metaphor about the role women have played in public life and in the writing
of history: that they have been “silenced.” Indeed, Marcus has said the book took its
name from an example of that metaphoric silencing: “The title does reference an actual
set of women’s histories that, in their early edition, were begrudging and
condescending.”62 The trope of the cult of Silentists also seems to represent,
meanwhile, the formalization of this metaphor, in which these historical acts of
silencing have been transformed into Silentism, a creed and a code of conduct
embraced by both women and (to a lesser extent) men. Furthermore, as part of this reinvigoration of silence—what Marcus describes as his “reparatory action," his attempt
to respond to those early women's histories by depicting “glorious and graceful, highly
fantastical” women's lives—the notion that silence is ‘good for you’ has been
materialized.63 On one hand, interpersonal communication is now physically bad for you,
generating concepts like “speech wind – an early form of menacing weather.”64
On the other, silence is now a kind of desirable body type, to be achieved
through the modification of the body itself. Speech, feeling, and shared feelings happen
in the mouth, brain, and ears; therefore the “head is decentralized” by stuffing it full of
cloth, or through a “a diet meant to feed and promote silence, limit motion, and restrict
hearing to an-all vowel repertoire.”65 An “all-vowel repertoire" is better because
“vowels indicate pleasure and consonants indicate pain and confusion.”66 As the
narrator explains, “experiences of intercourse were free of consonants” – in other
words, vowels are bodily sounds of pleasure and thus have a kind of mindless
objectivity, even if they fall short of pure silence, while consonants are the sounds of
two disconnected subjects forced to resort to actual speech.67 That is, the narrator
(“Ben Marcus”) associates speech with others' disappointment in his love-making,
precisely the kind of messy “emotions” the book fantasizes about replacing with the
impersonal pleasures of head-stuffed bodies, efforts which merely confirm the
centrality of emotion to the book’s project.68
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As this analysis suggests, moreover, in the process of reading what is at root a
generic coming-of-age story—filled with common childhood traumas like adolescent
sexuality, seeing one’s parents fight, even the death of a pet—the reader must decipher
the most basic presuppositions of Ben's narration, as if learning the facts and norms of
a whole new world. By thereby mixing the “emotional” and the conceptual, instead of
simply proceeding with his initial vision of the book as the “set of missing entries for
this scholarly project of women's histories,” Marcus transforms what would have been
an instance of a familiar postmodern genre, the “secret” or “alternate” history, into
something that seems generically distinct.69 In this sense, Marcus’s novel, like The
Marriage Plot, Pastoralia, and The Corrections, reminds us why the literary critic interested
in what comes after postmodernism must also be interested in the varieties of
neoliberalism: the intersection of left-liberal commitments with the personalizing
disavowal of antagonism (the triangulation sparking renewed focus on affective and
ethical social relations) generates not just new political forms but also new literary
forms, like an “experimental” novel in which “emotionality” emerges as a touchstone.

“FAMILY IS HOW I MAKE SENSE OF THE WORLD.”
Of course, the most significant of these new forms might be the very debates
that structure this essay – “the realists" versus “the experimentalists,” “Reaganism”
versus the “communitarian renaissance response to Reaganism.”70 These debates
ultimately reflect consensus, not conflict: Franzen’s comment that “Family is how I
make sense of the world” is, as we’ve just seen, equally likely to come from the mouth
of an “experimental” novelist as a “realist,” and just as likely to be endorsed by a
Democrat as a Republican.71 Contemporary literary study has its own ways of
participating in this consensus, and I will conclude by suggesting that such criticism
actually makes it more difficult, not less, to recognize the connections between
neoliberalism and culture. To put this another way, I want to suggest that if the
discipline of literary study is going to continue to imagine itself—as it often does—as a
critical alternative to mainstream political discourse, then contemporary scholars must
reflect critically on their own relationship to neoliberal orthodoxy.
In “Neoliberal Family Matters” (2013), to pick a particularly relevant example,
Susan Koshy reads Jhumpa Lahiri's Unaccustomed Earth (2008) as a “quietly devastating
critique” of the discourse that defines family values—specifically the “parenting norms”
of the Asian-American “model minority family”—as the source of immigrant class
mobility and intergenerational accumulation.72 Koshy writes that “one of the searing
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ironies of the collection is that an inheritance so orchestrated around accumulation
should in the end come to be felt as an inheritance of loss.”73 In this sentence, we see a
slippage similar to the kind in The Corrections, the conflation of one type of structure,
that of material “accumulation" and “loss,” with another, that of “identity and
belonging.”74 The latter is what Koshy has in mind, in fact, when she refers to “loss.”
That is, what the characters in Lahiri's stories have ‘lost’ is a sense of personal agency
and cultural membership; they are neither as empowered nor as comfortable (as
“Asian” or “American”) as neoliberal discourse says they should be. As I suggested
above, however, the differences between these two structures must be kept in focus:
material accumulation by one class requires material loss by another, while
“identification” by one group does not require alienation by another. Indeed, Koshy
argues that a sense of “loss” can be the very basis for its own form of identification:
“[Lahiri] reads this attenuated agency not as a lack, but as the ground of an ethicoaesthetic politics of tangentiality.”75
In this sense, by Koshy’s reading, Lahiri’s text seems to reproduce, rather than
“critique,” one of neoliberalism’s fundamental rhetorical gestures: the substitution of a
structure in which gains require loses with a structure in which it is possible (if not
inevitable) for everyone to gain. This is the theoretical work achieved by the concept of
human capital, which re-imagines the market as a space comprised only by capitalists,
rather than a structure made possible by the very tension between capitalists and
workers, and which redefines psychic gain as equivalent to material gain (and thus a
compensation for material loss). In this way, even as it projects a world of ubiquitous
“competition”—everyone a capitalist—neoliberalism may also “hold on to the notion
that everyone is a winner, a notion clearly at odds with competition because in
competition there are winners and losers.”76 What follows from this re-imagining of the
marketplace is, moreover, a re-imagining of government (and the Democratic Party):
instead of protecting the “losers” inevitably produced by capitalism from its “winners,”
government’s role is to encourage businesses, families, individuals, and the state to
“partner” together so that, indeed, everyone is a winner.77
It seems clear by now, however, that not “everyone is a winner,” materially
speaking, under this mode of governance, and that (the equally important corollary) not
everyone is a loser. Neoliberalism has precisely not been “cruel” (contra Lauren
Berlant) to America’s financial elites: since the mid-1970s, income and wealth inequality
have intensified, and the “economy has functioned decreasingly well, but for the
wealthy ever more satisfactorily.”78 If symbolically resolving such contradictions is
central to the neoliberal project, it follows that these contradictions must also be central
to any attempt to understand the relationship between neoliberalism and culture. This
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means literary critics must avoid relying on accounts of neoliberalism that also obscure
these contradictions, as when neoliberalism is characterized in terms of its threat to
“identity and belonging” or its counterproductive “fantasies of the good life,”
characterizations which suggest that changes in social norms could override these
tensions between economic winners and losers.79
Indeed, by locating the cause, effect, and modes of resistance to neoliberalism on
the level of subjective or affective attachment, such work seems to ultimately reproduce
the left-liberal, values- and empathy-based politics I’ve been describing throughout this
paper. Whether or not one is convinced by these critical visions, it’s important simply
to note that they don’t really depart from the reining political consensus about life
under capitalism. To imagine alternatives to this view, one would have to imagine a
politics that insists on the impersonality of these structures of accumulation and loss, a
politics concerned not with whether the “wealthy few” care about the “unwealthy
many,” but with making this question irrelevant, with ensuring the “wealthy few” share
their wealth whether they feel a “sense of connectedness” or not.80
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